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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
V.M. Hjor Ku Xoans has contributed to the dictionary with 9 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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abba
Abba: The Spirit; The Sun of the dreams. Version in Sanskrit of one of the God&#'s Names for the Gnostic and first
Christian that they worshiped Him into their visions of sober dreams. According to The Scriptures &#(Bible&#), the
-&#"Abba, Father&#"- it is God and He can not be represented or tought like it had did with the &#'Ra&#' of the egyptian.
Instead according with a Book of the Law &#(that came through Moses&#) at hand, for be tought by the priests to the
neophytes of field esoteric Aaronic -Exodus 20:7-. The Grace, coming through Jesus Christ - Mark 14:36; Romans
8:12-16 and Galatian 4:6 -, allows that Christian learn how to be Semitic, by understanding Genesis 28:10-17. During
oneiric visions, one can see God without dying, and to have more life as an only child by adoption into the Order of
Melquicedec, which it is Sem&#'s genealogy the Noah&#'s son.

aspect
Aspect : detailed set of qualities and defects in one image front the mirror, or of the speculated body they all
summarized in a only concept. The specific idea that one has about someone or something that one looks, to describe 
it in detail. Cosmetic on the image  to impress to anyone that observes us or does us questions.

calypso
CALYPSO: name of the last decade's ten nymphs of the sea, in Greek mythology, who captured the navigators
enslaving them and forcing them to decipher riddles. It was the last chance that they would be released alive and that
ensured the final destruction of those that osaban challenge the abysmal falls beyond the
horizonte./wwwsignificadode.org/

elias
Elias: Sanskrit term which refers to the Prophet of God, sent as first witness in doomsday or Apocalypse of a generation,
to prepare a way suitable to the Messiah. Avatar, Avatara. According to the Bible - Mt 11, 1-15 - Jesús de Nazareth
manifested himself to the world as a Messiah, and mentions to John the Baptist as the Avatar of the Christian Era.
Prophet of the Jewish people ( s. 9th BC  ) he fought for the restoration of monotheism, and that is expected by Jews, as
a precursor of the Messiah.

eunuch
Eunuch: faultles man male in use his own gift of continence. Man that can refrain voluntarily of sex, or who by blame of
other is incapacited. No necessarily a man full of femenine mannerisms is eunuch; nor neither it has to be homosexual.
A homosexual is not eunuch, becouse althought his virili incapacity, even so, does sex with other men, in the meantime
that some effeminate make sex in a normal form with women.

manchego
Manchego: gentilic of persons from the places known as &#'La Mancha&#'. ------from the mountain: mountaineer man. A
person whose clothing looks farmer aspect, reflecting in its stains continuous contact with bananas. Quixotic camouflage
of knights-errant, with patches of sap of banana like dried blood. Soldier with an unclean personal presentation, and
acluttered image and detestable.

meaning
Meaning: idea or specific signal about that one does or says.Correspondence between ideas of different
types.Synonymous parallelism between ideas, to stablish a better harmony when one translates or interprets the
reciprocal character. Reflexive orthoepy. Absolute explanation about the things or gestures.

norm



Norm: written communication and edited in accordance with the Law, like a duty or obligation of the personnel that work,
or study over there, or perhaps they&#'re walking in passing.

sin
Sin: action and effect to mistakes that offend God. That has freckles. Tatoo or engraving that alter the sharpness of the
clear colors. Design printed on the fabric  of a military garment, which allows it a manchego camouflage alike a
chameleon. ------man: manchego, disguised as a soldier be wearing camouflage suit. Hostile person, whose arrogance
and haughty are cause of the exile and an abominabe desolation.


